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When Ben Wilder is given a second chance he focuses on the one thing he's always been good at: running.
After walking on to the University of Florida Track and Field team he begins to quickly move up the national
rankings, paving a path towards the NCAA Championships. Everything is going the way he planned, until
the day he bumps into Casey Taylor.
New to Gainesville, and focused on her first year out of medical school, Casey is initially hesitant to let Ben
into her life. The truth is she's worried about letting a guy near the one thing she loves most: her daughter,
Emma. After one fun and fateful night Casey can no longer bury her feelings behind these excuses, and takes
a chance on a guy she is slowly falling for.
Casey's relationship with Ben starts to gradually build into a love that she has never felt before. But more
importantly, Emma has taken a particular liking to Ben. As they all spend more time together Ben is forced
to confront painful memories when he starts to notice something hauntingly familiar about Emma.
A local journalist soon uncovers the secret of Ben's past as their lives begin to converge on a single promise
that Ben Wilder has long since made: to never give up...no matter what.
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From reader reviews:

Eric Fincher:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to learn everything in the world. Each guide has different aim or even goal; it means that guide
has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. They may be reading
whatever they take because their hobby will be reading a book. What about the person who don't like reading
a book? Sometime, man feel need book if they found difficult problem or even exercise. Well, probably you
should have this In Her Eyes.

Owen Bourne:

Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also get a life style. This reading routine give you lot of
advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the rest of the information inside the book
which improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of guide you
read, if you want attract knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want truly feel happy read one
using theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The In Her Eyes is kind of reserve which is giving the
reader unstable experience.

Patricia Clay:

Information is provisions for those to get better life, information these days can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a knowledge or any news even a problem. What people must be
consider any time those information which is from the former life are challenging to be find than now could
be taking seriously which one is appropriate to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If
you receive the unstable resource then you have it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage
for you. All those possibilities will not happen in you if you take In Her Eyes as your daily resource
information.

Bryan Jones:

The actual book In Her Eyes will bring you to the new experience of reading a book. The author style to
describe the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book you just read, this book very suited to you.
The book In Her Eyes is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from your
official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.
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